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The goal of this portfolio thesis is to reveal how Service Design can be used to align the typi-
cally complex stakeholder map around the R&D of complicated consumer electronics products 
like the PuzzlePhone: the modular smartphone sponsored by the European Commission to be-
come an open industrial standard. The PuzzlePhone’s specifications make possible a business 
plan that enables said stakeholders to transition from linear into circular economy models and 
consumption patterns. Moreover, this thesis exposes how Service Design helps to visualize and 
communicate, effectively and efficiently, how the product fits into the narrative of Hard-
ware-as-a-Service (HaaS) use cases, while its associated requirements remain technically and 
financially feasible by using mostly Commercial Off-The-Shelve parts (COTS).  
 
Service Design played a key role in guiding Circular Devices Oy efforts – the Finnish company 
behind the PuzzlePhone and its subsequent PuzzleCompatible open standard – towards the 
creation of a celebrated and multi-awarded solution for the increasing challenge of electron-
ics waste (e-waste). According to many experts and regulators planned obsolescence is one of 
the main causes of e-waste. Circular Devices serviceable smartphone simultaneously becomes 
the de facto open standard for the industry, while it creates additional revenue streams for 
suppliers, customers, clients, end-users, and recyclers thanks to its HaaS angle, rooted in the 
Service Design mindset. Consequently, this thesis relies not only on the extensive market re-
search conducted by Circular Devices team, a crew of international experts from more than 
eight different nationalities, but on the common knowledge base of their accumulated collec-
tive experience of more than two hundred years in product development, business develop-
ment, eco-design, entrepreneurism, and communication. 
 
Circular Devices crew combined Human-Centred Design, Eco-design, and New Product Devel-
opment techniques, among other tools, to research and develop the modular smartphone 
standard sponsored by the European Commission through a Horizon 2020 research project. 
The five publications featured at this portfolio thesis provide, when combined, an accurate 
description of the impact of their work, and a partial dissection of their methodology. This 
thesis provides the missing perspective by exposing how Service Design guided the inventor of 
the PuzzlePhone, and founder of Circular Devices, to successfully assist his team in their en-
deavours, and how serviceable products can be much more than disposable consumer goods. 
Under the light of the author’s appreciation on how Service Design was always at the heart of 
his analytical and decision-making processes there is a rationale that debunks the typical ar-
guments used by the industry against any spurious attempt to regulate the so-called planned 
obsolescence. Service Design is the catalyzer revealing that there is real and untapped value 
in longer lifespans awaiting to be discovered by those users and corporates willing to evolve 
into the only possible outcome: a sustainable future. 
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 5 
1 Introduction 
The goal of this thesis is to highlight how powerful Service Design can be when it comes to 
align complex R&D process and business plans to be circular economy compliant from their 
very foundations. There are few consumer products more complex than the nowadays ubiqui-
tous smartphones. They integrate state of the art technology integrated in an incredibly small 
form factor, and at the same time the user’s expectations have reached the commodity level, 
meaning that any smartphone, regardless of their price, should be able to accomplish all the 
basic functions supporting the modern life. If Service Design can prove itself as the tool driv-
ing any meaningful innovation in this arena, then its value could spread from those sectors 
where it is already well known into new segments where there is a pressing need for more 
serviceable solutions aligned with the circular economy. 
 
Over the last decade different regulatory initiatives like the Right to Repair in the US, or the 
European Commission approach to Planned Obsolescence, pursue to influence the industry’s 
design criteria. The aim of these initiatives is to increase the industry’s standardization in or-
der to increase the serviceability, repairability and lifespan of consumer goods. There is al-
ways an expectation of preventing walled ecosystems from undermining the consumers’ 
rights, not to mention the reduction of the ecological burden for the planet. All these efforts 
are consistently opposed by some voices among the industry itself, claiming that any of these 
measures will actually hinder innovation, and harm the consumers – as for instance the recent 
reply from Apple to the European Commission regarding an eventually compulsory standard-
ized smartphone charger (Reuters 2020). 
 
The industry has been voluntarily creating their own standards since the beginning of the In-
dustrial Revolution. Driven by purely economic motives, the standardization of systems at 
many different levels (connectors, architectures, protocols, and all sort of technical specifi-
cations) is key to achieve an economy of scale big enough to make the supply chain viable. 
This means that the industry as a whole has always being in favour of standardization, agree-
ing with suppliers and competitors on how their common subsystems should be exchangeable 
so they can handle shortages and supply hiccups easier, but also allowing them to innovate 
through leaner iterations where not all the previous work has to be discarded. (MIPI Alliance 
2020.). 
 
And here is the paradox: the industry as a whole has self-imposed certain standardized design 
criteria, but at the same time rejected any spurious attempt to do exactly the same thing ar-
guing that the lack of technical understanding of the regulators make their implementation 
impossible in practice. Is the industry right in their claims? Are the governments missing out 
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some critical technical understanding even if they are themselves advised by an army of in-
dustry experts? Is it completely impossible to improve the efficiency of our production and 
consumption behaviours without sacrificing progress? As Weyer, Schmitt, Ohmer and Gorecky 
(2015) describe standardization is crucial for the evaluation of the factories themselves, just 
like modularity, the natural outcome of standardization, is not only an enabler of the circular 
economy (Schischke, Proske, Nissen & Lang 2016) but also a requirement for upgradeability, 
which means a faster and leaner market adoption of new technologies enabling new function-
alities and use cases (Regenfelder, Slowak & Santacreu 2016). 
 
The author of this portfolio thesis has himself used Service Design – combined with other tools 
and a long experience with ICT and electronics - to align market, business, and users’ require-
ments; all from the supply chain key actors’ perspective and following them in their respec-
tive customer journeys. Service Design has also proven to be an extremely effective commu-
nication tool within the authors’ Start-up team, and R&D suppliers. It helped them to under-
stand each other better, including the whys and how’s of certain strategic design decisions, 
and what was their reach beyond the obvious. 
 
May perhaps this portfolio shed a light on an alternative to this confrontation between regula-
tors and industry, and to credit Service Design as a key instrument supporting the dialogue 
between all the involved parties in order to agree in which design criteria is both technically 
feasible, while good for the people, the business, and the planet. 
 
2 Service Design and the Circular Economy 
In the year 2020 the circular economy has finally become the unavoidable mega trend that all 
its early supporters and forerunners were expecting to be. The circular economy has its roots 
in different schools of thought. As the Ellen Macarthur Foundation (2020), one of the biggest 
authorities in this matter, acknowledges: “the functional service economy (performance 
economy) of Walter Stahel; the Cradle to Cradle design philosophy of William McDonough and 
Michael Braungart; biomimicry as articulated by Janine Benyus; the industrial ecology of Reid 
Lifset and Thomas Graedel; natural capitalism by Amory and Hunter Lovins and Paul Hawken; 
and the blue economy systems approach described by Gunter Pauli.” All these schools of 
thought gravitate around the fact that it is the service, not the ownership, what provides the 
highest value to all the stakeholders in a value chain: from producers, to users, but also in-
cluding the necessary end-of-life actors (recyclers), and the supporting services (after sales, 
repair, upgrade). 
 
Service is the immediate value anyone obtains from an interaction with the supplier of the 
service, for example: eating in a restaurant. The ownership of a physical object has no value 
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per se until it is put it into service. From a financial point of view, the example of the restau-
rant illustrates how the ownership of a brick and mortar business is more a financial burden 
than a liquid asset. Selling a restaurant is an intensive operation that typically requires a sig-
nificant amount of time and effort, both in a much bigger scale than the simple act of bene-
fitting from this asset as-a-service; in which case the transaction is expected to be immedi-
ate. There are plenty of examples beyond the restaurant: going to the barbershop, attending 
to a clinic for healthcare, or getting into a hotel for shelter. There is more value created 
when the R&D of new products is service oriented, so the longer those products are in service 
(lifespan), the higher their value, or - from a circular economy point of view: the require-
ments and specifications of any product should aim to maximize its serviceability, and to min-
imize the need for a complete replacement which always disrupts the activity carrying the 
highest value. That activity is – again - the service supported by the product. (Montalvo, Peck 
& Rietveld 2016.) 
 
The transition from linear into circular economy has already begun. It unavoidably means 
transitioning from an ownership oriented into a service-oriented lifestyle. The human society, 
and the abstract financial construction mirroring it, cannot escape from the laws of thermo-
dynamics: the economy of individuals and households, all the way up to the SME and large 
corporations providing either the goods, or the services, are all seeking the most efficient, 
less energetic - cheaper - path. And this necessarily reflects on the business models designed 
and implemented by the suppliers of those goods and services. (Accenture 2015.) 
 
These economic drivers are not obvious at the consumers’ base. It takes time, and requires a 
certain level of adaptation, to see the rationale driving the decisions of large organisations to 
be embraced by individuals. But this does not change the fact that our daily lives have al-
ready commenced to be reshaped by this new paradigm, or as Perzanowski and Schultz (2016) 
name it: “The End of Ownership”. The lag between the adoption by the large entities and the 
individuals creates a perpetual dissonance, which nowadays turns into an active debate on 
the mainstream media. These debates quite often lead the public to misconceptions and 
flawed perceptions, as the author of this project thesis reflected in his popular online article 
named “Circular Economy Go Home!” (Santacreu 2018). 
 
These service oriented business models are “largely enabled and performed by means of 
Product-Service Systems (PSS): a specific type of value proposition oriented to fulfil needs 
and provide satisfaction to consumers (or ‘users’) through the delivery of an integrated sys-
tem of products and services” (Vezzoli, Ceschin, Diehl & Kohtala 2012, 288). Chen & Huang 
(2019) mentions in their excellent paper on how LCA can help PSS to create better circular 
economy oriented services, they also quote how De Los Rios and Charnley (2017) highlights 
the need to plan products and services at the design stage, and Chen (2018) recommends “to 
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put forward the theoretical guidance for developing sustainable product services in the early 
planning stage and illustrated the calculation steps based on a case”, while all of them refer 
to Romero & Rossi (2017) on how they propose “a circular lean product service system for 
creating customer-oriented circular economy solutions.”. 
 
The Circular Economy mantra requires to postpone recycling as much as possible, and to focus 
instead on how to foster the closing of the loops for repairing, reusing, and upcycling jour-
neys. A common tool for finding these answers is the eco-design mindset. Eco-design, when 
applied across all the actors populating the supply chains, or value chains as many positive 
thinkers like to call them, can provide high quality insights, and point towards solutions worth 
testing. But in the experience of this author, it is not the most efficient tool required in the 
toolbox of any entrepreneur, or C-Level manager, when it comes to convince Board and Inves-
tors on how the transition will just not hurt the business, but actually make it more efficient 
and resilient (Accenture 2015). 
 
The closing of these loops sparks benefits rippling beyond a measurable increase of any yearly 
Corporate Social Responsibility report. It will make procurement operations more predictable, 
and it will increase the number and quality of the revenue streams. On the other hand, quite 
often, these critical competitive advantages are obfuscated by an outdated perception of 
these changes as archaic efforts to “greenwash” the brand (Santacreu 2018). To understand 
and convince others – to change their mindset - a holistic communication process is required, 
and it has to be clearly better than the ones found among the unsustainable linear players. 
The new mindset and its associated process must be provided not by some outsourced third 
party, but by the foundations of the company: engraved in its team’s DNA as the only credible 
starting position to satisfy both the consumers’ intangible psychological expectations, and the 
financially driven requirements of for-profit organizations, which have never been, any of 
them, more eco-conscious and insightful than today. Change always faces friction, and criti-
cism, driven by an ancestral fear to the unknown. The ultimate communication tool to 
achieve this communication challenge should be, ideally, a simple yet effective proven solu-
tion which already exists in the business world so it can be presented as a familiar and safe 
alternative, credibly disguised as “business as usual”. (Accenture 2015.) 
 
From the foundational schools of thought on which the circular economy is based, to the dif-
ferent tools, disciplines, and R&D methodologies behind the products, services, and business 
modelling that enable such circular economy, there is one word that connects them all, and 
that word is “service”. And not without surprise for the author of this portfolio thesis there is 
the realization that “service design” - the decades old discipline for the R&D of new services – 
is greatly absent across hardware innovation ecosystems, and the vast majority of the indus-
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try responsible for unavoidably unserviceable goods. Service Design is that ultimate communi-
cation tool, and there is a great opportunity towards improving how the industry is handling 
their business innovation by introducing Service Design to the vast amount industrial players 
stagnated in the linear economy, so they can finally evolve into the circular economy reality 
to thrive (SITRA 2018). 
 
May this project thesis become a testimonial leaving a hopefully long-lasting footprint to in-
fluence future initiatives aiming to solve the electronic waste mountain on which the society 
sits: hyperconnected through its absolute dependency to the electronic gear that makes our 
modern lives possible, yet incapable of providing a satisfying answer on how to renovate all 
the electronic gear that keeps rendering itself obsolete, unserviceable, impossible to up-
grade, and hardly recyclable. All while the procurement of the raw materials they are made 
of becomes increasingly complicated due its unstoppable scarcity. Hopefully that influence 
will come soon and strong enough, before the mountain collapses either as shortage of pre-
cious materials, either by rendering the oceans and soil incapable of providing the substance 
that life requires (Williams 2016).  
 
Therefore, this portfolio thesis is not only a list of merits, but also a reminder of the “do’s 
and don’ts” that others might be incurring by ignoring how Service Design can be applied not 
only to the R&D of Hardware-as-a-Service (HaaS), but also to induce a circular economy mind-
set in the organisations behind these creations. Hence this portfolio thesis is a summarized 
dissection of the process of creating a circular economy focused start-up, what criteria was 
used in the process of shaping its main product - the PuzzlePhone – and, how that criteria was 
aligned with the principles of the circular economy; how the “circular thinking” was embed-
ded into the start-up’s business plan and DNA, and how such alignment was measured and 
evaluated by different organisms and researchers who are renowned international organisa-
tions and respected individuals in their fields. There is also the underlying and implicit out-
come to leave to the reader the evaluation of the relative success, or failure, of Circular De-
vices Oy business case, which despite of having missed all its initial commercial goals and be 
closer to shutting down its operations, has been paradoxically celebrated by the EEE industry 
and relevant research organisations within the EEE space as the most promising and prefera-
ble way forward to smoothly assist the industry in its transition towards more sustainable pat-
terns. 
3 PuzzlePhone, Circular Devices and publication criterion 
All the papers listed in this portfolio thesis were produced as part of the dissemination work 
package of the European Commission’s research project “sustainablySMART”, grant agree-
ment no. 680640. Circular Devices Oy – the Finnish company funded by the author of this the-
sis, and the inventor of the PuzzlePhone – was a leading partner of the project. The author 
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himself was part of the Steering Board committee, and his company had its business plan and 
its only product completely integrated in the description of “the action” – that is the project 
plan in the Commission’s parlance. 
 
For a first time reader of these papers, and the report commissioned by the Nordic Council of 
Ministers that is also included in this portfolio thesis, the first reaction could be to be im-
pressed by how well the PuzzlePhone fits into the narrative of the ideal circular economy so-
lution for the consumer electronic industry. What it might be not so straightforward is how 
the author came up with this idea, and how Circular Devices team managed to make all the 
R&D output so perfectly aligned with so many different stakeholders and their respective re-
quirements, which were quite often in an apparent unsolvable conflict. This portfolio thesis 
tells the untold Service Design story behind the R&D work on which these articles are based 
upon. 
 
Before the author of this thesis moved into Finland to study Service Design as part of his Facil-
ity Management studies at Laurea University, the author, inventor, and later CEO & Founder 
of Circular Devices Oy, worked in different positions where he cultivated a service-oriented 
attitude. Either as a consumer electronics Product Manager, a Project and Purchase Manager 
for a construction company, or as the owner of a family restaurant; the author’s eclectic 
working experience always gravitated around the utterly importance of providing a servicea-
ble experience to his customers; for the simple reason that serviceable products allow a much 
more satisfactory interaction when the unexpected happens. For instance: a client calling to 
the after sales department on an expected malfunction can be turned from a foreseeable 
complain into an opportunity to gain higher engagement and satisfaction, but only if the 
product has been designed with a serviceable modular approach allowing quick remote diag-
nostic and repair through A-B testing carried by the client. This scenario implies that the typi-
cal pain points of handling warranty issues, like waiting time and shipping costs, are solved by 
(service) design; leading to an unexpected delightful surprise for the client, and a lower cost 
for the company, including a measurable increase of brand loyalty. 
 
The PuzzlePhone invention happened in Spain, just a few months before the author started 
his studies in Finland, and nine months before Google announced its Project Ara, another 
modular smartphone project that was cancelled a few years after due to an unnecessary com-
plex design. Project Ara was heavily criticized by some experts, including the author, for cre-
ating all sort of impossible technical challenges and potentially increasing the electronic 
waste by using a large amount of a certain type of magnets that are very difficult to recycle 
to keep the modules latched together (Schischke, Proske, Nissen and Schneider 2019) – per-
haps a good example of unserviceable design. The author’s lightbulb moment occurred in Jan-
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uary of 2013, with the sudden realization that the vast majority of the so called “mobile in-
ternet devices” (tablet and smartphones mostly) were already modular under the hood, and 
that those internal modules – or subsystems – were conveniently aligned with the top three 
most pressing needs that the users were asking for – and they are still demanding as of 2020: 
a replaceable battery so the lifespan of the device is not bundled to a dying power source, an 
easy to repair screen, and an upgradeable processor. This is in essence the three modules of 
the PuzzlePhone, as they can be seen at the following figure 1 “The PuzzlePhone modular 
smartphone”.   
 
 
Figure 1: The PuzzlePhone modular smartphone (Circular Devices Oy 2016) 
 
The journey to transform the invention into an articulated business plan, and a technically 
and financially feasible device, did not start until September of 2013, when his studies at 
Laurea University lead him to realize that all his previous working life was a story of learning 
Service Design by doing. This reinforced his conviction on how powerful and useful such tool 
could be in order to guide any creation process towards producing a true circular economy so-
lution hitting all the chords, including how to design for the transition from linear into circu-
lar economy. 
 
As per today the global outcry of the scientific community on climate change resonates like 
never before with the public awareness on how critical the situation is for the survival of the 
human race, but also to life as we know it in this little blue pale dot of ours. As per today 
there has never been a better, deeper, and more widespread awareness on the impact of the 
human driven factors that are compromising life on Earth. This time, as opposed to other 
mass extinction events that occurred on Earth before, is the first time that a single species 
will be held accountable for it, and it is also agreed both by the scientific community, and 
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the public, that waste management is the smoking gun that will obliterate us from existence, 
especially when it comes to plastics suffocating the life in our oceans, or electronic waste 
poisoning rivers, land, and air. 
 
And as per today a search on Google Scholar database reveals more than sixty entries men-
tioning “PuzzlePhone”, the modular smartphone invented by the author of this portfolio the-
sis, and developed by Circular Devices, the company he founded for the sole purpose of push-
ing his invention to the market to become the catalyser showing the way to the EEE industry 
to abandon its current linear and unsustainable linear model, and transition towards a sus-
tainable circular economy ecosystem. It is not very common to see a Start-up to deserve both 
the attention of the academic work, mainstream media, and the professional technological 
outlets – where the company amassed more than six gigabytes of media clipping, mostly for 
the 2013-2016 period, with a dominant positive sentiment. There were not only several or-
ganizations showing their empathy towards the concept, but also investing noticeable re-
sources to support its development. In despite of this relatively high public exposure the au-
thor and founder, and also his associates and partners, have remain mostly silent since 2016, 
where only minor progress has been reported to the public. 
 
The author of this thesis is a student of Facility Management at Laurea University of Applied 
Sciences, a Senior Technical Electronic Product Developer, a self-taught system architect and 
a highly productive concept creator. He run Circular Devices Oy for some 5 years. He has been 
part of two research consortiums funded by their respective Horizon 2020 projects, with 15M 
of combined budgets, and he has experience in working with international research institutes 
and corporations. The author’s role at Circular Devices included, besides the typical CEO du-
ties, to: oversight the research and innovation activities, the attendance to industry events, 
early contacts with potential client groups, probing customers attention, elaborating the sub-
sequent deliverables, authoring technical reports to the European Commission, and defining 
the market’s demands. The author was also the technical interface between the foreseen ex-
pectations of the end-users, the steering group companies at the research consortiums, and 
the Business-to-Business (B2B) and Business-to-Government (B2G) customers’ requirements; 
which translates into communicating the feedback and discoveries to the research team, in 
order to secure a proper alignment between the market need, and a technically and finan-
cially feasible Minimum Viable Product (MVP) within the project’s Scope, time scales, and 
budget, all by applying the best New Product Development techniques for matchmaking 
match the product, and the business opportunity. 
 
The author’s additional bio includes: Senior Product Developer. Start-Up Entrepreneur: Seal 
of Excellence by the European Commission, Start-up of the year by Laurea UAS, Catalyst Dis-
ruptive Innovation by the Green Electronics Industry, selected among 120 Start-ups by the 
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LAUNCH Nordic Initiative, and reference case at “Circular Business Models in the Mobile 
Phone Industry” report - The Nordic Council of Ministers, 2017. Copenhagen. Santacreu has 
more than twenty years of experience in ICT, with special interest in Systems Integration, and 
System Thinking disciplines.  
 
To assemble Circular Devices’ team the author invested one year travelling across Europe to 
recruit the best talent available for handling a project of this complexity. The resulting team 
is a diverse group of professionals with the relevant experience to run the different depart-
ments required to develop and launch a complex product like the PuzzlePhone. The team as a 
whole accumulated a total combined experience of more than two hundred years. There were 
more than eight nationalities and thirty shareholders: approximately half of them were work-
ing shareholders, and the other half were experienced Business Angels, some of them also se-
rial entrepreneurs with several success stories in their portfolios. 
 
The aim of Circular Devices team was to produce not only a smartphone but to build sustaina-
ble, upgradeable and repairable devices for a Circular Economy, starting with the Puzzle-
Phone. To achieve its goal the modular smartphone was conceived as the Pan-European indus-
trial platform for smartphones and IoT devices "Designed to Last". The team envisioned a 
world of electronic devices efficiently combining human-centred design, circular economy 
thinking, and Eco-design. The goal was to increase hardware products’ sustainability while re-
ducing risks and maximizing value for all the stakeholders starting with the end-users. The 
PuzzlePhone is the embodiment of the Pan-European modular smartphone industrial platform; 
a platform commissioned by the European Union through the Horizon 2020 research project 
“sustainablySMART”. This industrial platform receives the name of PuzzleCompatible, an in-
dustry standard analogue to the ubiquitous IBM PC/Compatible platform. This licensable plat-
form, together with the backstage of a manufacturing on-stop-shop hub called the PuzzleLab, 
lead the company to advice the German Environmental Agency (UBA) to develop a new breed 
of manufacturing setups (Start-A-Factory) with PuzzlePhone and the PuzzleLab concept at its 
core (Eco-design Circle 2016), as it can be seen in the figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The PuzzleLab concept (Sandberg, Santacreu and Siltanen 2016) 
 
The PuzzleLab concept above brings a new approach for the consumer electronic industry to 
approach the end users and the relationship between Original Equipment Manufacturers 
(OEM) and their clients. Its essence was already present at the industry but hidden behind the 
end-user’s visibility line. Basically, these processes reflect how the R&D, production, and de-
livery of the vast majority of the electronic devices are already produced worldwide. This 
setup is not new, many other verticals have clustered themselves, like for instance the auto-
motive industry where branded organisations leverage their financial subsidiaries while Con-
tract Manufacturing partners carry the weight of the production, like for example Ford finan-
cial services & Magna Motors. The electronic industry, driven by the same pursuit of financial 
efficiency, specialization, and obsessive focus on core business, has adopted exactly the same 
setup. In the following figure 3 there is an excerpt of Circular Devices Oy service portfolio for 
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), and their clients, that shows how Service Design 
can be used to map and communicate how the PuzzleLab concept would be implemented in a 
real business environment: 
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Figure 3: The PuzzlePhone open standard ecosystem (Rupponen & Santacreu 2017). 
 
The author, who has been also a Product Manager working for a consumer electronic OEM 
brand before funding Circular Devices Oy, chose the typical Customer Journey tool to visual-
ize and breakdown the processes behind the figure above, and their variations. This represen-
tation was tested several times over the years both with the involved research organisations, 
and the potential customers. The ideal client for Circular Devices’ Hardware-as-a-Service 
platform is any OEM and their client brands. These showed great interest in licensing the Puz-
zleCompatible standard as a vessel to include any new seasonal technology, for example: a 
new sensor enabling new use cases, like for instance the very recent upgrade of Apple’s iPad 
Pro devices with LIDAR sensors for Augmented Reality applications. All this while reducing the 
Non-Recurring Engineering costs (NRE) and showcasing a design that is both customizable yet 
sufficiently homogenous to deliver a credible promise of serviceability to the end users. It is 
essential for OEM brands to be able to differentiate from their competitors without incurring 
into expensive tooling modifications, but these brands are also forced to deal with low mar-
gins, and low-quality expectations from their users which usually accept them as the unavoid-
able trade-off of an entry-level device. The Customer Journey blueprint – a typical Service 
Design tool – allows to show and understand the implications of a serviceable modular design 
beyond the initial transaction by describing every critical interaction, from the R&D to the 
end of life, and including the new possibilities for closing the loops of maintenance, reuse, 
and recycle; as described by Regenfelder, Slowak and Santacreu (2016). 
 
To step into any business conversation with this complex stakeholder’s map, full of conflicting 
interests where there is always a trade-off between usability, performance, and costs; it is 
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quired a tool that quickly positions the seller’s value proposition as something feasible de-
signed to fit into their operations. This ability is key because it proves that there is a deep 
understanding of the client’s pain points and sends a message full of empathy across the table 
that immediately defuses any unconscious barrier against the new and the unknown. The visu-
alization at the figure 4 “Service Design blueprint for a PuzzlePhone licensee customer jour-
ney” (Santacreu 2015) puts the client’s routine under a new light that is attractive and ap-
pealing and shows how the offering has been designed for the seamless integration within 
their existing processes. 
 
 
Figure 4: The PuzzlePhone licensee customer journey (Santacreu 2015) 
 
The figure above describes “PuzzleEngineeredTM” a service package designed for customers 
with experience in outsourcing OEM and/or ODM manufacturing but unable to serve the 
smaller niches requiring tailor-made ODM R&D which are in financial conflict with low vol-
umes. For example: security companies supplying “hardened” devices to their customers. The 
customers pay and owns any IP emerging of their specific R&D effort to build a customized 
PuzzleCompatible modules/s. This formula could fit very well not only to security firms, but 
also to professional oriented brands like Leica or Canon. This service design package was 
shaped after some revealing market insights such as Google Project Ara Developers Confer-
ence (April 2014) where the most required upgrades or replacements (hence modules) are re-
lated to camera, battery and screen, in that order. This service also fits to Contract Manufac-
turer portfolios too, because it consolidates the tail of their market by allowing to serve dif-
ferent smaller clients with one unified solution while increasing their Value Proposition at the 
eyes of their client’s users (lower tooling, simpler spare parts supply, and a promise of repair-
ability and upgradeability by design). 
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It was also observed by the inventor that the typical Service Design tools and methodologies 
were mostly unknown by the vast majority of the professionals involved in the R&D operations 
of the PuzzlePhone, regardless if they belong to the private sector or to public research or-
ganizations. The visual representations of the different customer journeys were novel yet in-
tuitive for them, they also integrated well with other methodologies such as Human-Centred 
Design, Eco-design, and New Product Development, and these visualizations became the per-
manent dashboard to explain how technical decisions and trade-offs impacted on the business 
plan, and vice-versa. 
 
Moreover, Service Design is a powerful sidekick for the System Thinker practitioners. Service 
Design helped the inventor to identify what and where the needs, specifications, and require-
ments for a longer lifespan were, which is critical to define the specification of any solution 
aiming to align those in a future proof manner. Quite often the industry answers to any at-
tempt to standardize and regulate the so-called planned obsolescence arguing that the rest-
less nature and fast pace of technology makes it intrinsically incompatible with these efforts. 
Service Design is the forensic tool to classify the technology’s state of the art from a servicea-
ble point of view, and scrutinize the future to identify innovative, feasible, and simple ways 
to rearrange the technology in a discrete subsystems setup that actually boosts innovation by 
shortening the R&D delivery times, while expanding the overall product lifespan. Therefore 
Service Design not only proves that it is possible to expand product’s life span without hinder-
ing innovation and times to market – that is without hindering progress - it also allows to find 
the ways to accelerate progress by speeding up the adoption curves as only an upgradeable 
and serviceable product design allows. 
Within the following chapters of this portfolio thesis a number of publications have been se-
lected according to a simple criterion. These publications comply with at least two of the fol-
lowing conditions: 
a. Authored, or co-authored, by the author of this thesis, and related to Circular Devices 
Ltd., and/or the PuzzlePhone. 
b. Authored, or co-authored, by relevant authors renowned within the EEE industry, and 
related to Circular Devices, and/or the PuzzlePhone. 
c. Published by an EEE relevant organization, or in an industry relevant event.  
The articles are listed in chronological order of publication. In the next figure “Publications 
and company R&D timeline” the reader will be able to position the publications date inside 
the business milestones expressed as Technology Readiness Levels (TRL). These levels were 
originally defined for the aerospace industry by NASA in the 1970s to enable a uniform discus-
sion on the technical maturity of any technology. They go from one to nine, being one the 
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rough sketch of a new spaceship (basic principles observed), and nine a rocket ready for 
launch with human passengers on board (mass production ready). In 2013 the TRL scale was 
embraced by the ISO 16290:2013 standard. The European Commission embraced this scale 
starting in 2014 for its Horizon 2020 program. 
 
Figure 5: Publications and company R&D timeline 
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4 Blueprinting the profitable Closed-Loop Innovations 
In the paper “Closed-Loop Innovation for Mobile Electronics – the Business Model Innovation 
Approach of the sustainablySMART Project” by Regenfelder, Slowak, and Santacreu (2016) the 
reader will be walked through a summary on how to create tangible business value out of a 
circular economy approach. The PuzzlePhone is featured as the best example on how this 
type of innovation looks alike in practice. The paper summarizes the results of the sustaina-
blySMART research project on how the value creation process impacts on the three main pil-
lars of any business plan: value proposition, value creation, and value capture. 
 
Regenfelder et al (2016) introduced this paper to the Green Electronics Council in Portland 
USA at the Electronics Goes Green 2016+ conference. The R&D of the PuzzlePhone was at a 
Technology Readiness Level of 3-4 which means the device was tested as an experimental 
proof of concept, and the technology required to make it work was validated – at least par-
tially – in a laboratory or, for some aspects, in a virtual simulated environment. Circular De-
vices team followed a New Product Development (NPD) process, which is an ISO-9001 defined 
research and development process that included specific phases, stages, and the required 
gates between them to be signed-off by the designated specialist within the team before 
moving into the next phase. The list of deliverables included actions like: to define the mar-
ket opportunity, to state the relevant product standards, or to analyse the Use Failure Mode 
and Effects Analysis or uFMEA, which are basically all the possible scenarios where the user 
can break something by using it the wrong way. To produce those results the team researched 
by interacting with test groups of users who were representative of the target markets. The 
users were interviewed and filmed while they were interacting with different models of the 
product to understand their initial reactions and their different and intuitive ways of interact-
ing with the device. All these actions will be seen by any Service Design practitioner as the 
typical exercises to discover how the ideal customer journey must look alike.  
 
Over the years the author observed a parallelism between this NPD process, and other proce-
dures that were progressively implemented in the company like the ISO 27001 specifications 
for an information security management system; or the Responsible Accountable Consulted 
and Informed (RACI) model, a tool used to identify roles and responsibilities of each task dur-
ing the project. In 2019 the author published his view on how all these different processes 
can be integrated seamlessly at the eyes of the management, as it is shown in the figure 6 
“Build The Right Stuff Right” at the following page. The process depicted in the next figure 
also includes the essence of the V-Model, a systems development lifecycle frequently used by 
the software industry, but also by car makers and aviation authorities as a tool to secure a 
seamless and safe integration of complex systems. The V Model is also the German and US 
governments reference standard for defence projects. 
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Figure 6: Build The Right Stuff Right (Santacreu 2019) 
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The reason why Circular Devices Oy followed this way of working has its origins at the time 
the author was recruiting the founding team (2013-2014). When the influence of his prior 
work like a Product Manager for an OEM client was still fresh in his mind and revived under 
the new light of the Service Design lessons at Laurea University. The convergence of both per-
spectives – experience and studies - reinforced his belief that the only way to produce the 
best user experience was by engaging with professionals whose work methodology was all 
about creating Hardware-as-a-Service products. Under this light, the British approach to NPD 
by putting the User at the centre (Human-Centred Design or HCD), revealed as the best 
choice. This decision was made during 2013-2014 and it clearly paid off when the sustaina-
blySMART research group was asked to produce this publication. The author used his personal 
notes and Service Design blueprints, which were very easy to align with the R&D deliverables, 
to analyse and describe in detail at the paper how his innovation turns valuable improvements 
for the users into actual revenue for the company and the licensees of the PuzzleCompatible 
technology. 
 
This publication – together with the other publications included in the same conference pro-
ceedings - played a key role to convince the judges of the Catalyst Disruptive Innovation 
Award to grant this recognition to Circular Devices, and the PuzzlePhone. Both the award, 
and this publication kept supporting the author’s sales and fund-raising activities. The paper 
validates the work carried by the author and his team while developing the company’s busi-
ness model. 
 
The paper also helped Circular Devices team to feel legitimately perceived as a forerunner in 
the business practice of the circular economy, for instance: later on the company was invited 
to present at two events at the World Circular Economy Forum (WCEF Helsinki, 2017), one 
event was at the WCEF main venue, while the other was a side event named “Promoting 
Green Investments: Matchmaking opportunities for SMEs from EU Projects in the Circular 
Economy”, where there were also present C-level representative of public and private inves-
tors like: SITRA, the European Investment Bank (EIB), the Finish Business Angels Network 
(FiBAN), and EIT Raw Materials regional development office. 
 
The paper presents the PuzzlePhone “as the best-case example for closed-loop business mod-
els”. As of today, and taking into account the latest assessments and publications around the 
EEE industry sustainability in general, and the smartphones in particular, this title remains 
unbeaten. The PuzzlePhone’s invention, and Circular Devices innovative business model 
around it, has remained – since 2016 - as a recurring reference case among researchers, the 
most recent paper echoing its merits was published during the last quarter of 2019. Every-
thing said in this paper remains not only valid, it is also that both the technology constant 
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evolution, the status quo of the industry, and any changes in any of the variables since 2016 
are only reinforcing the weight, need, and feasibility, of the author’s invention. 
 
The publication was released to the public for the first time at the Electronic Goes Green 
Conference 2016+. The conference is organized by the Green Electronic Council (Portland, 
USA), the non-for-profit organization that owns the EPEAT registry. Any electronic device will-
ing to participate in an US government tender must be included in the EPEAT registry which 
also assess how sustainable and eco-friendly each product is according to its own criteria. 
 
5 Mapping out the circular customer journey for B2B and B2C users 
The paper “Modular Products: Smartphone Design from a Circular Economy Perspective” by 
Schischke, Proske, Nissen & Lang (2016) maps and matches out the different modularity levels 
within the different Design for Circular Economy strategies. The PuzzlePhone’s design strat-
egy belongs to the “Mix & match modularity” category. This category scores higher than any 
of the other six design strategies for circular economy.  
 
The six product design strategies for circular business models (Bakker, Hollander, Hinte & 
Zljstra) for the different modular phone concepts existing at that moment (2016). The reason 
why the PuzzlePhone was categorized at the group with the higher scoring (“Mix & Match 
modularity”) is due to the author’s decision to embed the Service Design mindset to align the 
company’s R&D process with its business. Consequently, the resulting product was conceived 
as a HaaS solution without trade-offs, meaning that all the attention went to identify pain 
points relevant to clients, customers, and users; and mitigate that pain by choosing the most 
serviceable features free of any planned obsolescence consideration. For instance: “Attach-
ment & Trust” relies mostly on the possibility to customize the device by the user (attach-
ment through personalization), and the belief that a certain design could have a longer 
lifespan. These requirements were identified at the NPD’s scoping phase that took place be-
tween 2013 and 2015 and they match what a reasonable expectation of a good service would 
be for the different user groups. To evaluate and decide on which were the right specifica-
tions for the product, and the subsequent platform, the R&D team evaluated the different op-
tions using a weight matrix where the user relevance for each item was benchmarked against 
its technical feasibility and financial viability (NRE manufacturing costs and components pro-
curement) along its impact in the foreseeable service path both for the licensing opportuni-
ties, and the end-user expected interactions during a 10 year lifetime – that is three to five 
times more than the average smartphone’s lifespan.  
 
Four years have passed and the interest and pressure from public, private, and regulatory 
sectors on the necessity and urgency to move towards a circular economy has only increased 
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(Saidani, Yannou, Leroy, Cluzel and Kendall 2019), including consumer awareness. Paradoxi-
cally the smartphone industry as a whole seems incapable of producing a satisfactory answer 
matching, if not to all, at least some of those six criteria, and currently there is no 
smartphone in the market with this “mix & match” design approach. 
 
6 The lack of service attitude within the Mobile Phone Industry 
“Circular Business Models in the Mobile Phone Industry” is an extensive report by Watson, Gyl-
ling, Tojo, Throne-Holst, Bauer & Milios (2017), it was commissioned by the Nordic Council of 
Ministers to Plan Miljø ApS. The report is a detailed radiography on the state of play of the 
mobile industry. It catalogues the different pain points between the current status quo and 
the ideal circular economy scenario the industry should evolve into. To illustrate several of 
those pain points the report mentions the PuzzlePhone in sixteen occasions as a reference 
case on how to turn such problems into business opportunities. The report concludes with sev-
enteen policy proposals to accelerate the adoption of circularity in the sector. 
 
The report excels as post-mortem radiography of the market and its regulations, but accord-
ing to the experience of the author of this project thesis it misses its goal to impact on the 
industry. Policymaking was not what the author had in mind he came up with his invention, 
they were also out of the chalk board of his team. These policies were not the drivers, nei-
ther the methodology, nor the requirements that Circular Devices Oy followed to produce the 
ideal solution. It is extremely hard to find any historical example of a successful electronic 
consumer product purely shaped after a new set of restrictive norms. 
 
The real driver, motivation, and guidance to shape the product (PuzzlePhone), its subsequent 
licensable platform (PuzzleCompatible), and its related business plan, was an encouraging 
service attitude coating a user-centric R&D process. The main priority for Circular Devices 
team was always to produce the best device for the users (B2C) by understanding their pain 
points over the whole journey of an average smartphone lifespan and aligning those with the 
pain points of the average OEM clients (B2B). As it turned out both customers’ journeys could 
be satisfied with the same solution, one coin with two sides: for the users a serviceable de-
vice that they can either buy or rent (Hardware-as-a-Service), for the OEM clients a platform 
they can customize faster and cheaper than the existing competition lacking of proper physi-
cal standardization. For the end users it means a safer investment they can keep in service 
for longer. For the OEM clients it means a never seen before solution where the device has 
been designed to turn an otherwise seasonal vicious circle of never ending Non-Recurring En-
gineering Costs into a one-time investment in a one-platform-fits-all service. Satisfying all 
those policies and fitting into a circular economy narrative was just the natural outcome of 
putting the customers’ needs at the centre, and not the other way around. 
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7 Shaping up the low CtS and short TtM connector 
The paper “The sustainability connection for mobile electronics” by May, Nissen, Santacreu, 
Schischke and Lang (2018) was introduced to the public at the Vienna Care Innovation confer-
ence 2018. A major event for sustainability and electronics where several of the biggest play-
ers in consumer electronics were present. The paper presented, for the first time, the Puzzle-
Phone’s PuzzleCompatible innovative connector, the laboratory tests results proving its physi-
cal and technical reliability, and describes how its specifications are aligned with the pre-ex-
isting ones defined by the MIPI Alliance – the leading voice defining the standardization of the 
mobile electronics industry. 
 
Two Key Performance Indicators were used to filter and prioritize the B2B and B2C users’ re-
quirements into a feasible specification set for the PuzzleCompatible standard, and the Puz-
zlePhone device. The OEM Cost-to-Serve (CtS) their clients, and those clients’ Time-to-Market 
(TtM). For the OEM it was clear that the PuzzleCompatible standardization paved the last 
mile of their service offering, unifying the scattered landscape of their suppliers, and the 
scattered backlog of thousands of little OEM brands (the OEM’s clients), into one single meet-
ing point: the PuzzleCompatible connector. A unified reference design for the whole device 
housing, customizable enough for satisfying the requirements from those little OEM brands 
who are, altogether, responsible for 30% of the total market share. 
 
Basically, this means that with Circular Devices service oriented standard the OEM are able to 
reduce their costs to service (CtS) by reducing and simplifying their sales and R&D efforts 
while discussing the agreeing on the Purchase Orders from their smaller clients. This value 
was recognized in written in Letters of Support from some of the biggest OEM corporations in 
the world. This is the evidence that a Service Design approach helped to reduce the B2B users 
CtS, but also the TtM. The figure 7 below is an excerpt of a typical presentation for clients 
and investors explaining who the client, market size, and co-branding possibilities is. These 
presentations also provided a more detailed breakdown on how the modules could be also 
customized with bespoken hardware to satisfy the requirements of certain niche markets that 
were (still are) underserved by the current monolithic OEM offering, unfortunately they could 
not be included in this portfolio reasons for confidentiality reasons. 
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Figure 7: An excerpt of a presentation to licensing prospects (Circular Devices Oy 2016). 
 
For the OEM clients Circular Devices standard meant a shorter time to market for any product 
with a new specification, innovation, or simply an aesthetic differentiation (e.g.: a limited-
edition device, co-branded with a non-technical partner). This translates into an empower-
ment of the small OEM brands: making them capable to satisfy and reach new customers and 
markets at a lower cost, and as fast - if not even faster – than much bigger competitors. This 
also represents a clear disruption of the pre-existing compartmentalisation of the market. 
The PuzzlePhone’s PuzzleCompatible open standard lowers the market entry barriers for the 
small OEM brands who can now enter into direct competition with the bigger brands who 
were benefiting from the previous customization costs barriers keeping their best clients out 
of the reach of their - financially less capable – smaller OEM competitors. 
 
This vertical compartmentalization was also cornering the telecommunication operators. They 
were constricted between the big handset brands and the data brokers. For the operators an 
affordable and customizable platform like the PuzzlePhone offered a chance to differentiate 
their Value Proposition at a lower risk and in cooperation with new incumbents such as fash-
ion brands. A total disruption of the horizontal compartmentalisation. Circular Devices vali-
dated this through extensive business discussions with OEM brands with presence at the major 
EU retailers, telecommunication operators, and luxury brands. The smartphone market is 
simply enormous, no matter the metric, but its volume and profits are vacuumed by an ex-
tremely short list of companies. The fence keeping new incumbents away from this vast and 
fertile fields has never been weaker. 
 
Although the author cannot reveal names or disclose prototype designs for confidentiality rea-
sons, the reader is invited to imagine hypothetical situations were a big telecommunication 
operator was considering to join forces with a small OEM brand to produce a PuzzlePhone 
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compatible device designed by a luxury fashion brand and promoted as the eco-hero of the 
century. That is the kind of vertical and horizontal market disruption that Circular Devices in-
novation was bringing to the table, physically incarnated in its connector. It is important to 
highlight that the connector was not only the metal plates showed at the figure 8 in the next 
page, but literally the whole device’s shape, and how the different modules’ snap into each 
other. 
 
This reveals why Service Design was such a powerful tool, it guided and connected the find-
ings from the early market research stages all the way down to the R&D requirements for 
making the business model viable. Service Design made possible to find a solution that was 
serviceable for the OEM engineers (B2B), while intuitive for the end users (B2C), and customi-
zable by the in between sales channels (B2B2C). A design that is also unique and driven by its 
function, hence suitable for the necessary Intellectual Property protection backing up the li-
censing business model, along the PuzzlePhone’s trademark that is registered worldwide. 
 
8 Measuring the lifetime value of serviceable smartphone design 
The paper “Impact of modularity as a circular design strategy on materials use for smart mo-
bile devices” by Schischke, Proske, Nissen and Schneider-Ramelow (2019); examines the huge 
variety of modular product designs for smartphones and their respective impact on scarce 
materials such as gold, beryllium or neodymium. This paper maps and reviews the state play 
of the different product initiatives using a modular design approach.  
 
The research carried by the authors review that there are very few designs implementing the 
“mix & match” strategy mentioned in the second publication of this portfolio thesis. Moreo-
ver, it stresses that even less, if not none at all, have reached the market in 2020, hence 
more than 3 years have passed and the pressing need and questioning about these solutions 
(Saidani et al, 2019) remains unattended. In the next figure 8 “The PuzzleCompatible con-
nector” there are different connectors from different modular designs, the figure has been 
reproduced is part of the publication: "Impact of modularity as a circular design strategy on 
materials use for smart mobile devices” (May et al, 2018). 
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Figure 8: The PuzzleCompatible connector 
The PuzzlePhone’s patented connector revealed in 2018 is responsible for the major impact 
to the original design of the PuzzlePhone (2013), in terms of functional design and physical 
interaction. The original design, as it is shown in the figure 9 below, assumed a sliding action 
for all the modules. The final design opts for a tilting action. Although it may look like a mi-
nor change to the untrained eye, the extensive research carried between 2013 and 2018 (May 
et al 2018) took into consideration an extensive list of variables ranging from user experience, 
to drop testing and radio performance (Circular Devices 2018). 
 
 
Figure 9: The PuzzlePhone original design (Santacreu January 2013) 
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9 Conclusion 
The final word is a combination of three arguments. First of all: the PuzzlePhone is a success-
ful alignment of product, platform, supply chain, technical feasibility, users’ needs, and a 
sustainable business model. The publications featured at this portfolio thesis contain the ra-
tionale supporting this claim. They represent an unbiased assessment on the numerous bene-
fits that the PuzzlePhone represents for the complex stakeholder map surrounding it. The ex-
tensive research summarized at these publications support the claim that the PuzzlePhone 
represents the ideal embodiment of the Circular Economy principles when applied to the 
electronic industry. 
 
Secondly, the publications themselves do not question where and how this innovation hap-
pened. The publications do not clarify how and why the PuzzlePhone’s housing was shaped in 
its specific form, how the technical specifications and design of its critical connector were fil-
tered and decided, and why those decisions were so important to the different users of this 
product-platform. Filling this gap is the goal of this portfolio thesis. 
 
Finally, the third argument and bottom line: the author’s revelation on how the convergence 
between the two arguments above took place under the light of Service Design - his personal 
compass both for technical decision making and as a supporting communication tool. The 
combination of these key points lead to the conclusion that Service Design is the best tool for 
creating circular economy innovation and guiding complex research exercises pursuing the 
alignment of technical requirements, fragmented supply chains, and users’ expectations; it is 
also critically useful to plan a painless journey circumventing the otherwise unavoidable fric-
tion of transitioning from linear into circular economy patterns. Service Design holds they 
keys to a sustainable future. 
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